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Easy movie quiz questions 2020

A Christmas quiz and questions about Bill Murray, Elf and Harry &amp; Prince Marv Sr. A Christmas movie required with questions about John McClane, Scrooge and Bing Crosby. A round of questions about the 90's film that begins with the letter F a round of questions about the 90's films that begin with letter E a round of movie films over 90 at the beginning
of 90's films and the letter D A series of questions about movies from the '90s all begin with 'C' Let's continue a new series on Pub Quiz Question HQ, and the second edition of the 1990 movies. Featuring a new series on Pub Quiz Question HQ, the first round of our 1990s movie quit films. Questions about some at the box office early 2020 hit I owe
everything to George Bailey. Help him, Dear Father. What is Onmonday, 20th April 2020, 3:54 pmupdated Friday 1st May 2020, 11:31 amDo You Know Your God from Your Bonfellas? Take our quiz to find out (Paramount Pictures)During lockdown the majority of us have been appreciated in binge-watching long tv shows or renting favorite films. With
cinema at the forefront of most of our minds why not inject some shows into your virtual pub quiz? Whether you're looking for fuel for a standalone film and television quiz or a handful of questions for a round of cinema, these 25 questions will stand you in good stead. 1. John Singleton is the youngest person to be nominated for Best Director of the Oscars.
For what films has he been nominated? 2. What is the opening number name from 2016 Land3 music. What was the highest version movie of 2019? 4. What three films has James Dean stars in?5. Who wrote notes for the 1994 Disney Film Lion King?6. When is national TV award most popular Entertainment/TV Featuring categories won by someone other
than Cal and Dec? 7. What is the christmas name hit written by Will Brewiss' (Hugh Grant) dad in comedy regarding a boy?8. Which American comedy series won a Highlight 37 Award portraying?9. What's the title of the first game ever in episodes of Throne?10. What's the name of the pub featured in UK soap opera Emmerdale11. What are the names of the
two winners of Love Island series 1 12. What was netflix's most watched original television series of 2019? 13. The wire is placed in which US city?14. What is the population of idiosyncratic beckham idiosyncratic David Twin Piaks? 15. What key break bad character was famous means to die in one series? 16. What words will pay the words Charles Foster
Kane in Citizen Kane?17. In the matrix, Neo takes the blue pill or the red grain?18. To which movie steven Spielberg won his first Oscar for Best Director?19. Which is the only alien film to wine best pictures of the Oscars?20. What veteran actors remained in the lead role of true undercover actor, Season One.21. What is the first name of Zoolander's title
character?22. Mary Poppins is the nanny that family?23. What actors chiped a tooth to fight Club?24. What is the name of the beast Batman?25. After all, tomorrow is another day! which Oscar-winning Best Picture?4. Eastern Eden, Rebels Without a Cause and Giant20. Matthew McConaughey and Woody Harrelson whether or not it's the iconic moment of
Mufasa holding Lion Cube Simba alot in the King Lyon or the opening tensions of Star Wars to start thrum, nothing like a blokbuster movie to get us to slide into our seats. But how much do even the films most undertake know about monumental movement pictures? Test their knowledge with this list of 100 easy trivia question movies and answers! Spanning
the decade between the first scenes on the silver screen and Netflix movie generation today, we've put together ten up of ten questions, all dedicated to famous films. So if you deliver it on Zoom, Skype, Home Party or even live and in person in a movie pub exam, we've got you covered for movie movies that night. Ready to get going? Grab that popcorn and
let these opening credits (overwhelming - round) roll... General Knowledge Films Trivia Questions and Answers from Titan's Game Stories, how much competition do you know about famous films? Test it in this opening round of easy movie questions and answers, all focusing on more general knowledge: 1. Which actors star in a fiscal dollar, Dirty Harry, and
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly Air? 2. Which 2005 movie tells the story of a lion, a shoulder, a grass and a giraffe that is saved from Central Park Zoo? 3. What instrument characters are played by Holly Hunter (1993) and Adrian Brody (2002) of films nominated for Oscar at best? 4. Which 1978 music movie was placed at Rydell High School? 5. Which
1993 film describes a disaster in a wild animal park about isla Nublar's fictional film? 6. Scarlett O'Hara is the protagonist in which 1939 film? 7. Little Fockers is the third film in a series starring Ben Stiller and Robert DeNiro. What is the first movie name in the series? 8. Which two actors played Don Corleone in God's first two films? 9. What films are festivals
from the 1990's equalization around a character named Kevin McAllister? 10. Who Directs Jaws, Efficient Sun and the Indiana Jones Series? Try Next: 100 Easy Quiet Knowledge General Questions and Answered General Knowledge Movies Answer clint EastoodMadagascarPiano (La Piano and The Pianist) GreaseJurassic ParkGone and WindMeet parents
ParentsMarlon Brando and Robert DeNiroHome alone liStephen Spielberg Did you know? In the Indiana Jones trilogy, Sean Connery plays Ford's father even though there's actually 12 years between the actors. Creator and producer George Lucas named the Indiana Character after his dog. Disney Movies Trivia Question whether it's Fantasia or Frozen,
Disney has captured the hearts and minds of millions of small (and big!) kids alike. See how many exercises you know about Mickey and Gang in this round of ten easy trivia questions and answers about Disney film: 1. That was the first feature film released by Walt Disney's Animation Studios at 2. Which 1940 disney movie featuring Mickey Mouse was a
series of animated scenes set in classical music? 3. Which 1942 movie includes a famous scene in which the protagonist wrestling finds the feet on a ice cream? 4. Pongo and Perdita are the main good characters in that 1961 Disney movie? 5. What is Arthur effortlessly removed from the title of a 1963 film, so proving himself in Uther Pendragon's seat? 6.
Sebastian, Scuttle and Flounder are all supporting characters in that 1989 film? 7. Scott Weinger, Linda Larkin and Robin Williams were part of the cast of That Disney movie? 8. In which 1998 film makes the daughter of a warrior pretend to be a man taking his father's place in the army? 9. Which 2010 Disney movie is a reminder of the Rapunzel story? 10.
In which 2016 heroin film has to restore the heart of TheTi? Want more Trivia Disney? Why don't we check out this awisome Disney Quiz. Disney Movies Trivia Round Answer Snow White and Seth PotFantasBambi10101 DalmatiansThe sword of StoneThe Little MermaidaldinMultangLegana Ac Movie Trivia Inquiries and Answers Win something almost
emkapist on action film: Thrill of the circuit, main character strong with an outburst (or two) to get the chicken circuit. Let's hope you have some action affirmation among you, since this round is only focused on easy trivia questions about action movies: 1. Who played Vietnam veteran John Rambo in a famous series of action films that began in 1982? 2. In
which 1996 film does the survival of Earth launch a counterpart against foreign invadors on July 4th? 3. Which franchise films portrait of trials and tribulations of Sarah and John Connor? 4. In which protagonist film writes the message Now I have a machine gun ho-ho about the deceased? 5. Which film series includes the Last Stand, Apokalypse and days of
the future past? 6. Who or what was responsible for the three skin bodies found hanging deep in a Central American jungle in a classic 1987 Arnie movie? 7. How did Martin Lawrence and Will Smith be described in the title of a 1996 comedy film? 8. Which actor who became an action hero who was aging 56 when he had to get his daughter back from
albanian traffic in a 2008 movie? 9. Which movie series began in 1996 recounts the very difficult OS of IMF agent Ethen Hunt? 10. In that movie Ryan Reynolds plays Wade Wilson, an antihero on the hunt for those who gave him mutant abilities? Recommended Next Quiz: Best Sports Quiz Questions and Answer Action Films Fivia Answer Sylvester
StalloneIndependence Dayterminatordie HardX-Menthe PredatorBad BoysLiam Neeson (Prause)Mi) ImpossibleDepool Fivia Question and Answer 2000s Some of the best films ever occurred after the turn of the millennial, when the art of fimmaking was always pure but their budget was huge. Much of the blokbuster came out in the first ten years after 2000,
many of them to explore in this round of 10 easy movie questions trivia and answers! 1. Where does the Citi West make Ennis and Jack get to work as herself in Lee Angle's 2005 film? 2. Which character describes himself as loyal servant of emperor Marcus Aurelius, husband of a slain wife, father to a son killing and promised to have his vengeance in this
life or the next? 3. Julia Roberts, Bernie Mac, Don Cheadle, Andy Garcia, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon and George Clooney were all in a movie together in 2001. What was it? 4. What babies were seriously born looking like an old man according to a 2008 movie? 5. In which blokbuster was the human race trying to colonize a Moon called Pandora in order to a
mineral called unobtanium? 6. Who Directs Inglourious Basterds and Bill's Two Kills Films? 7. Who played British Prime Minister in 2003 Richard Curtis film Love actually? 8. Which American actress played the lead roles in Freaky Friday and mean girls? 9. Who did star as killer brother Anton Chigurh in film the coen brothers movie no country for adult men?
10. Which highly successful 2008 musical comedy was widely filmed on the Greek island of Skopelos? We think you'll love: 100 seasons epic question quitz and movie responses from 2000s answer brokeback MountainMaximus (Desim Meridius at Gladiator) ElevenBenjamin BoutonAvatarQuentin TarantinHugh GrantLindsay LohanJavier BardemMama Mia!
Oscar Winning Actor Trivia Question Ah... The Academy Rewards Them. There are no bigger hugs in the movie than stop up one of those gold-plated statues. With that in mind, let's see how your quiz performs with a round entirely dedicated to the Oscars: 1. Julie Andrews' Best Actress win came to play the eponymous character in which music? 2. Roberto
Benigni won Best Actor Gong for Which Foreign Language Film in 1998? 3. Today's Second Foster Academy Award for Best Actress Came to Play Flarice Starling in What Film? 4. Rami Malek's Prize winning in 2018 was for her portrayal of which song? 5. Which actress won an Oscar for playing the lead role in psychological drama Black Swan? 6. Which
actress has been the best actress nominee in the best actress category, win for Sophie's Choice and Lady Do? 7. Who won the Best Oscar Actor twice in a row in 1993 and 1994? 8. For which film Is Emma Stone winning the gong in 2016, opposite Ryan Golsling? 9. Which actor won the 1975 Best Oscar Actor to play the lead in one fly over Cuckoo's nest?
10. What happened seven times in the twentieth century, first with Clark Gable and Clark colbert to spend a night out? Why not try out this leisure Trivia Quiz? Oscar Winning Actors Trivia Round Answer Mary PoppinsLife is beautiful (La Vita e Bella) The Silence of LambsFreddie MercuryNatalie's PortmanMeryl StreepTom Hanks (Forrest Gump and
Philadelphia) LandJack NicholsonBest Actor and Best Actress Winner from the same film What was Other? The other six films to achieve this distinction is one to fly over Cuckoo's Nest (1975), Network (1976), Home Come (1978), on Golden Pond (1981), The Silence Tiny Movement (1991) and as good as it gets (1997). And Jack Nicholson won in two of
those cases (1975 &amp; 1997). Movies Taglines Trivia Questions and Answers Now this round could be a head-scratch and maybe not easy as the previous round. While many can identify a movie by himself in posters, it's the cast or it's the singer's terms, how much can he guess it just isn't the tagline? Well, you'll soon find out! 1. Which 1979 action movie
was tagline in Space, nobody could hear you scream? 2. Which 2010 movie was promoted and You don't get 500 million friends without making a few enemies? 3. Which shark movie had the tagline just when you thought it was safe to come back into the water? 4. For Harry and Lloyd, every day is a brainer was the label for which 90s comedy? 5. Which
British movie was billed as a romantic comedy, with zombie 6. Which thriller's classic had the tagline Check In. Unchecked. Relax. Take a shower. 7. It's scary, it's alone, it's 3 million light years from home was the promotion line from which famous film? 8. Which 80s comedy culture was the one-man's struggling tagline to take it easy? 9. If there is something
specifics in your local environment, who will you call? 10. Which movie Jim Carrey was promoted with the line on the air. Unaware. Want more questions? 100 great trivia questions and answer Film Taglines Trivia Answers AlienThe Social Network 2 (definitely by Jaws) Dumb and DumberShaun at the DeadPsychoee.T.Ferris Bueller OffGhostbustersThe
Truman Show The Name Tom Hanks Movie Questions and Answers Did you know that Tom Hanks was only the second actor in history (after Spencer Tracy) to earn back-to-best Oscars? He won it in 1993 for Philadelfi and, just a year later, to forrest Gump. Now there's no rhyme or reason why it, but we thought it could be a fun round focusing all ten
questions about Tom. 1. Tom Hanks plays a Vietnam veteran, two-time All-American sports and entrepreneur seafood success that exposed the Watergate scandal and inspired Elvis Presley's dance moves. 2. In a real-life story, Tom Hanks is a journal editor who has decided whether to publish shocking revelations about the Vietnam War. Tom Hanks plays
Walt Disney, trying to convince the author of Mary Poppins to let him turn his book into films. 4. Tom Hanks leads an expedition in busy France to try to try and bring back an allegedly missing three-year-old brother to death. 5. Tom Hanks falls in love with a beautiful movie. 6. Tom Hanks plays a boy who finds himself in someone's body. 7. Tom Hanks
agrees to offer himself as a human sacrifice on the Pacific island of Waponi Woo. 8. Tom Hanks plays an alcohol baseball player who coaches a women's team called Sins. 9. Tom Hanks Plays Professor Robert Langdon, Who to be involved in a dishes in the Louvre. 10. Tom Hanks plays an astronaut who has spacecraft suffered an explosion, private to him
from most of his oxygen. Why not try out some of these Animal Quiz Questions...? Tom Hanks Movies Trivia Answer Forrest GumpThe PostSaving Mr Banksaving Private RyanSplashBigJoe vs Volc League Their Own Da VinciApollo 13 Movie Quotes Trivia Questions Earlier He Had Taglines, Then It Was Tom Hanks. In this round? It's quote quotes! Ask
your competitors of the movie's name by giving them the year of war with the first name of the speaking character. 1. Which movie from 1994 has the famous line Die Zed's, baby. The Zed dead. not one of the leading characters, Bruce? 2. The lines by Brody in the character You will need a bigger boat, came out of which 1975 movie? 3. Bill apparently said I
love the smell of napalm in the morning but in which 1979 release film made this line become famous? 4. Rhett told Frankly my dear, I don't give a convict in that 1939 classic? 5. In which 1997 film was called the words I am the King of the World!? 6. Michael believed that you should keep your friends close, but your haters closer to that 1974 film? 7. In which
1989 film made John exclaim Cape Diem. Seize the day, boys. Make your life extraordinary? 8. In which film, release in 2008 was the line So lucky to ever be in favor of you spoken by Effy? 9. Nathan Calls to Court That You Can't Handle the Truth! in which 1992 movie? 10. A very sad moment as Chuck called WILSON!!! is a famous line in which films come
from which films come from 2000? Think that your quiz will know the arts and literature, test them with this art &amp;amp; art Trivia Literature ... Movie Quotes Trivia Reply Doll FictionJaws Apocalypse NowGone and WindtitanicThe Shared Society IIDead Poet, Hunger Games Some Good MenCastaway Did You Know? Castaway is made in two blocks.
Production stands for a year so that Tom Hanks could lose weight and grow a beard long before the island scene! Famous Movies Song Trivia Questions That Haven't Had a Hans Zimmer Song Stuck to Themselves, or a Shrimp From Movie 80's Away? Mix it up with a movie music – could you even play the tune of questions from your Spotify or Apple
Playlist music, just give yourself off a suggestion or two: 1. Which Tom Cruise movie features take my breath away with Danerzone's highway on the sound of his icon? 2. Edelweiss, I'm Sixteen going on seventeen and climbing all mountains sitting in that sixty music movie? 3. Which Tarantino film has a famous tortoise scene in the sound of Anger in the
Middle with You by Wheel Stealers? 4. I'll always love you being one of the best numbers in the nineties thanks to that movie? 5. A piece of music called Dueling Banjos plays in a famous scene from which 1972 most beautiful face Burt Reynolds? 6. A cover version of Lady Marmalade by Pink, Missy Elliot, Maya, Lil Kim and Christina Aguilera were the
sound of that 2001 movie? 7. (I had) Time in my life sang the extension from that 1987 sound? 8. Prince William's Pharrell hit Happy was first released as part of the sound in which child movie sequences? 9. 90s Chains like Pulp and Sleeper are performed on the sounds for which modern British classical films which also feature the Lust Songs for Life and
Glide Festivals. 10. Judy Garland in somewhere over the rain written for which 1939 film? Read next: Our ultimate fun questions and answers famous movies Fivia Answer Top GunThe Sounds of MusicReservoir DogsThe BodyguardDeliverlin Rou DangeDirty DancingDespicable Me 2TrainspottingThe Wizard of Oz Horror Movies Trivia Questions and
Answers as you came to the latest and final round, it's time to get gruesome. It's an all round on the dark side of movie: horror films! End your trivia night with some general movie shades all about horror films. If you give gabel... 1. Which Iikik character, the spirit of a serial killer, was first brought into a nightmare on Elm Street by Robert Anglund? 2. In which
films Gregory Peck and Lee Remick raised a child named Damien who turns out to be the Antichrist? 3. What is the low 1999 horror film about some wooden documenting excursions have invaded nearly $250 million worldwide? 4. Who played the Sydney Prescott beleguer in the films screaming? 5. What is Jamie Lee Lee Curtis horror classic released at the
end of October 1978? 6. On which date is a group of teenagers trying to reopen a summer camp abandoned by Jason Voorhees' mother in a famous 1980 film? 7. What reverses the words Danny Chant over and over in the shining? Her backwards sound like a famous horse and forwards, as her mother eventually noticed in the bathroom mirror and spelled a
crime. 8. Complete the titles of this terror trilogy which began in the 90s: I know...; I always knew ...; I will always know ... 9. Which sort of animal starts attacking residents in Bodega Bay, California in a classic 1963 Hitchcock? 10. In what horror movie seminars do two priests try to remove an evil spirit that possessed a girl named Regan? Next Trivia Round:
Here are some of the best Quiz questions. Horror Movies Trivia Answer Freddy KruegerThe Omene Omene Blair Witch Society Projector CampbellHalloweenFriday 13thMurder (redrum)What did you last summer BirdsTheThe Exercise Creepy!! Paul Bateson, who appears in one of the film's most famous scenes as an assistant radiologist, was a real life
convicted killer and suspected serial killer. So how did your competition do with our easy movie questions and answers? You need to send them back to the movies, to get their films? We hope you liked this shaped trivia film as much as we enjoyed research and put it together. But if you didn't (or just have a nice comment or quiz question to leave us), do get
in touch! Want to save this for later? Why not comb it... He...
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